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Once again thanks go to our Regional Staff colleagues who have given us support and
encouragement throughout the year.

MATT McLAUGHLIN
Regional Organiser

SUSAN BURNS
Area Organiser

WENDY HUDSON
Local Organiser

4th Floor, 131 West Nile Street, Glasgow G1 2RX
Tel: 0141 331 4450

www.nhsglasgowclydecvs.com   NHSBranch@unisonglasgowclyde.com

And to our Branch staff and volunteers who work tirelessly answering your calls, answering
your questions, allocating stewards, and the day to day running of the office, many thanks.
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TIERNEY
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FULLERTON

DONALD
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MORAG
HOUSTON
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Branch Secretary –
CathyMiller
On behalf on the UNISON
NHS Glasgow, Clyde &
CVS Branch, I am
pleased to report a
positive and effective
year. Throughout 2015 we
have endeavoured to
maintain our commitment
to building a healthier
stronger UNISON membership within the
NHS and CVS. Our continual hard work to
increase the quality of our members’ working
lives can be seen in the improved term &
conditions as well as a safer working
environment.

2015 brought many challenges for UNISON
and our members including many service
reorganisation and integration. One of the
biggest challenges was the vast migration of
staff and services to the new . Although there
are still ongoing problems which we will
continue to monitor and action, the majority
of our members are now settled into the new
building. We now have many experienced
stewards in the new hospital.

With the opening of our new resource centre,
your Branch not only has a greater presence
within the new hospital, as well as at the new
Children’s Hospital nearby, but members
working there can drop in for advice etc. We
are proud to have helped many other
members with their transfer to many of the
other sites as well.

In review, 2015 has been a significant and
progressive year. As the largest union branch
in the country, we are in a great position to
continue to be that strong voice in advocating
better conditions for YOU, the member.

Branch Officers and Stewards have worked
tirelessly throughout 2015 to support our
members and they have also helped many
members achieve positive outcomes.

I would like to take this opportunity to humbly
thank all the Branch Officers, Stewards,

Workplace contacts, Branch staff and Health
& Safety reps who have contributed their
valuable time and effort throughout the year.
Without them the Branch would not be the
strong, effective and well organised collective
that it continues to be.

There are still many challenges ahead but,
remember, the best way to meet these
challenges is as an active member of
UNISON because together we are stronger.

It continues to be a huge honour to serve you
as your Branch Secretary and I look forward
to working with you all in 2016.

Assistant Branch Secretary –
Frances Lyall
This past year has been
one of the busiest the
Branch has had since we
have come together with
‘On The Move’. The
closure of four hospitals
and the movement of
over 10,000 staff was a
significant piece of work
and our Stewards worked hard covering all
departments and shifts to ensure that our
members received appropriate
representation.

A significant number of working groups were
populated by UNISON Stewards and the co-
ordination of this a full-time job. Work is still
ongoing regarding the interim movement of
staff to ‘Yorkhill’ and the outstanding redesign
of Gartnavel General.

The Branch took the opportunity to take
advantage of a newly built hospital and
opened up its first Resource centre within the
in August. We wanted a centre that was within
easy reach for our members and that would
give them access to advice and information.
This a venue helps to promote benefits and
promotions have already been held in early
2016 with more being scheduled throughout
the year. Following this we refurbished the
office within the at the Glasgow Royal
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I attend the Health Committee meetings and
Acute Partnership meetings. As always, I
have been very busy representing members
across all sites, as well as chairing various
committees.

City HSCP 2015 – Marjorie
Gaughan
The HSCP continue to operate in a shadow
year of integration. Full implementation is now
set for 2016. UNISON plays a full part, with
other staff side organisations, and managers
in the GC HSCP Staff Side Partnership
Forum. It is now an integral part of the new
organisation and the redesign of local service
proposals are brought to this group for
consideration and comment.

Throughout the year UNISON has continued
to be involved in the negotiation at service
reconfiguration and individual staff level
around shaping Children’s Services,
Specialist Children’s Services, Health Visiting,
and District Nursing across Greater Glasgow
and affecting staff across all grades and
disciplines.

Service Redesign continues to be a focus of
UNISON work. UNISON has contributed to
the redesign of Learning Disability service,
representing staff interests at both a strategic
and individual’s case bases. UNISON
continued to represent member’s interests in
the comprehensive Administration Services
Review – throughout phases 1; 2(a) and 2(b)
to completion of local implementation.
UNISON also continues to participate in work
in Prison Services, Addiction Services and
many other services.

The well trained Branch Stewards have been
active in giving our members advice and
representing them in a variety of venues,
settings and circumstances this year.
Remember, if you are interested in taking up
the baton and joining our Team of Stewards
you are very welcome. Please contact your
local Steward or the UNISON Branch office
for more information.

Infirmary and intend to run similar events from
there in due course. We are keen to open
similar resource areas in other sites in the
future.

With NHSGGC “efficiency savings” due to the
lack of an increase in funding we have seen a
considerable number of redesigns of services
over the past few years and last year was no
different. Management took the advantage of
the closure of hospitals and the movement of
staff to review their clinical strategy from 2020
and this work is still ongoing. We believe that
this work will pick up pace in 2016 due to the
significant amount of money that the board is
required to save. In-house training continues
and a large number of Stewards undertook
the re-accreditation course. This will enable
us to provide the best representation for our
members as this year is already shaping up to
be even more challenging.

Chair & Facilities Convenor –
Rose Anderson
We have had another
busy year within the
Branch and, in particular,
within the Facilities
Directorate. We have had
some great achievements
and some
disappointments.

The transfer of services to the QEUH has
taken a great deal of work and effort. We have
had very successful discussions over working
patterns and ensured improvements to
services with Facility staff including
Domestics, Porters and Catering staff across
all the sites. The Branch has had a presence
at all of these meetings and I have been
working with the Facility Partnership Forum to
ensure fair and transparent treatment for all
our members in this process.

The Branch has had yet another massive
achievement when we succeeded in gaining
substantive posts for staff on temporary
contracts.
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Eleanor Harvey (left) and Elizabeth Rankin

Welfare Report – Eleanor
Harvey and Elizabeth Rankin
If you are a member and experiencing
financial difficulties whatever the
circumstances, “There for You” can offer
support. You may have financial problems for
various reasons including

l Loss of income
l Suffering from a long illness
l Needing to buy equipment because of a

disability.

A new service that “There for You” provide is
supplying White Goods. Previously the
member had to get an estimate and when
they got the grant go out and purchase the
goods, now UNISON Welfare have contracts
with the suppliers to supply the goods to the
member.

“There for You” will not pay credit cards debts
but will refer you to a company Pay Plan who
can help you. To be eligible to apply you must
have savings of less than £3,000.

Two other small annual grants for members
on a low income are Winter fuel grant and
School uniform grant both grants are for £40
and can be applied for each year.

The last year the branch processed on
average 2 applications per week. The
amounts of the grants received varied from
£40 to over £1000 to help cover the cost of a
funeral.

Both Branch Welfare Officers now have seats
on the Scottish Welfare Committee. The remit
of this committee is to raise the profile of
“There for You” so that it serves the people

that need this service, and arrange a seminar
once a year for all Branch Welfare Officers in
Scotland. This is to keep them informed
about latest developments and ensure
training is up to date.

Women’s Report – Elizabeth
Rankin
Firstly I would like to thank the members who
voted for me at last year AGM to become the
Women’s officer.

Last year I arranged for Eileen Dinning,
Scottish Equality Officer, to come to the
Branch and give a talk on Maternity/Paternity
leave and rights. This event was well attended
by both female and male stewards. I hope to
arrange further talks on various topics in the
coming year.

I attended the Scottish Women’s Committee
AGM that was held in Dundee. This event
contained a presentation by Davina Rankin
on the TU bill and the threat that it poses to
UNISON, and a workshop on how to lobby
your MP. These was both very informative
and helpful.

After lunch Peter O’Donnell, from Thomson
Solicitors, gave a presentation on
Maternity/Paternity rights and holiday pay. I was
also elected back on to the Scottish Women
Committee and to represent the Scottish
Women’s Committee on the Scottish Welfare
Committee and the Scottish Committee.

During the Scottish Women’s Committee
policy week-end I was part of a group looking
at how UNISON could encourage more low
paid women members to come forward and
become more active. Currently a low paid
women worker is defined as a person who
earns £9.42 or less per hour.

Communications Report –
Watty Gaffney
In my first year as Communications Officer, I
set about devising generic documentation to
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ensure members would
quickly recognise
UNISON information.
Utilising corporate
colours, events were
advertised and promoted
across the sites on notice
boards, and through the
Branch magazine.

One of the biggest events this year was the
promotion and advertising for student
recruitment at the universities, with our bold
colourful print work and with excellent
support from staff and stewards we made
substantial recruitment figures this year.

The Resource Centre at QEUH has a
television display and I have ensured that all
events and promotions are clearly and
concisely advertised using slideshow
presentations. This is updated on a regular
basis and will advertise our rolling calendar of
member benefits roadshows.

I look forward to continuing producing the
Branch magazine and to modernise the
Branch Website, to provide regular news and
updated reports on Branch business, and
promoting the use of social media to engage
with members at a more personal level.

I was also elected to the National
Communications and Campaigns Committee
this year and have utilised the Scotland in
UNISON magazine to promote the Branch
and produce articles on health issues.

I have recently attended our policy forum to
organise our campaigning strategies and
communication for the year ahead, including
the launch and promotion of the new UNISON
Scotland website and promoting social media
use with the aim of attaining 1000 influencers.

LGBT Report – Watty Gaffney
In September I represented the Branch with
the Scottish LGBT Committee attending the
first National LGBT awards in the Grand
Central Hotel, hosted by the Equality Network
and sponsored by UNISON Scotland.

This year’s landmark event was attended by
Nicola Sturgeon, First Minister for Scotland,
showing government support, not only for
LGBT rights, but also for local and national
events celebrating excellence and
innovation in the LGBT community in
Scotland.

UNISON has been very highly promoted for
working in partnership with Equality Network
and being advertised as sponsors for this
event, through local and national press, radio,
websites, social networking and printed
literature. This is a positive step for UNISON
in promoting equality. UNISON Scotland as
well as sponsoring the event, proudly
presented our sponsored award for Public
Body Initiative of the Year.

I represented UNISON at Pride Edinburgh,
setting up and running a UNISON stall and
was interviewed at this year’s event for
UNISON by Xpress Radio Scotland to
promote the union on national radio. Pride
Glasgow was a massive success with huge
attendance over the 2 day event. UNISON
was represented on the march by myself and
Lynn Sheridan carrying the LGBT Banner,
and making local press. We were proud to
march in solidarity with all other trade unions
behind the LGBT STUC Banner for the first
time.

At our Scottish LGBT Committee AGM on
the 17th of October, I was once again
elected to a general seat, but also this year I
was proud to be elected to the position of
Secretary and Budget Officer for the
Scottish LGBT Committee, a position which
I shall job share with Tom Hair.

My plans for the next year include a
fundraising event for St Vincent’s hospice to
build an extension for young people, to
promote LGBT end of life care and introduce
new staff training on diversity and equality.

I have been proud to represent UNISON as
LGBT Representative on the Scottish Health
Committee and look forward to the year
ahead.
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Clyde Divisional Report –
Raymond O’Donohue and
Graham Capstick
This has been another very busy year for the
Clyde Division. Stewards have been very
active representing staff in Sickness Absence
Reviews, Grievance & Disciplinary Hearings
and in successful Board Appeals.

A number of AfC rebandings have been
achieved and others are being actively
worked on in order to achieve the
appropriate bands for the roles staff are
carrying out.

Stewards were heavily involved in the work
required in preparation for the set up of
Inverclyde Health & Social Care Staff
Partnership Forum, led by Diana McCrone, as
well as Renfrewshire Health & Social Care
Staff Partnership Forum where work is
ongoing with our UNISON colleagues on
Renfrewshire Council.

A number of reviews around the Clyde area
meant Stewards representing members in
Lean working within Domestics, Catering and
Portering, Out of Hours Service and local
work in Renfrewshire on the Board wide
District Nurse Review, plus work on wider
reviews within the staff counselling service
and an IT accommodation review and
realignment.

Raymond O’Donaghue (left) and Graham
Capstick

BAOT Co-ordinator Report –
Diana McCrone
Over this last year the Branch has
successfully recruited a number of BAOT
representatives, taking our total to 7 across
NHS GG&C. The new representatives are
already picking up some case work, and our
aim for the next year is to populate the
various Staff Partnership Forums.

Redesigns involving BAOT members
continues. The opening of the QEU Hospital
saw a number of staff re-locate and teams
amalgamated. Learning Disabilities and
CAMHs re-designs have meant major
changes for staff involved, but also some new
posts to recruit to.

Integration in the Health and Social Care
Partnerships is beginning to result in a
number of reviews of Community OT services
– especially as we are one of the few groups
of staff who are employed by both Health and
Local Authorities.

Glasgow and West Dunbartonshire in
particular are looking at reviews across Social
Work and NHS as a whole, whilst the final
phase of the OT’s in Partnerships Leadership
Review should result in Lead OT’s being
identified for each HSCP.

What next? The interface between Acute and
Community is an area that is being
developed, and OT’s work in all spheres of
this, keeping patients as independent at
home as they can be. Expect changes in the
future! However, we are not immune from the
financial cuts and stresses being seen across
all public services. This year it seems like
there have been a record number of BAOT
members needing support on health and also
capability grounds. We need a strong voice to
support our members on individual and
collective issues. Please consider becoming a
rep and influence the way your profession
develops.
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Health & Safety Report –
Tommy McWilliams
This year will see another £60 million in cuts
across GGCNHS, We are already seeing the
impact on health & safety from previous cuts.
These manifest in many ways. The reduction
in staffing levels is resulting in staff being in
more stressful situations such as having to
cover the work of staff who are no longer
employed. This is leading to an increase in
sickness absence with stress related illness.

The amount of time it is taking to replace old
equipment with new stock is increasing. It is
this type of situation that leads to serious
events such as occurred in the IRH where
staff were exposed to carbon monoxide.

Next year we expect proposals for reductions
in every department budget. This means that
Health & Safety Reps must be more vigilant
and proactive. This takes commitment,
dedication and organisation to ensure that
staff are working within a safe and healthy
environment.

Over the last year the Branch has been
involved in undertaking inspections in all
parts of GGCNHS. We challenged
management to adhere to the
policies/procedures as well as Risk
Assessments which are in place and are
legally binding under the Health & Safety at
Work Act.

Over the last year the Branch, with Thompson
Solicitors, have helped staff involved in
accidents to successfully claim the employer
and receive compensation ranging from
£2000 to £53,000. This is an important
reminder for members to report any incidents
through the proper systems by ensuring that
the Datix report is completed.

I am delighted to announce that the Branch
has received two awards for their excellent
work in Health & Safety. The ceremony was
held by UNISON in London and I had the
honour of receiving the awards on behalf of
the Branch.

In 2016, we ask that all members to report
any defects or issues to their local Health &
Safety Rep as you are the eyes and ears on
the floor.

Renfrewshire Report –
Babs Steel
The stewards in
Renfrewshire have had an
extremely busy year
supporting and
representing members.
As everyone is aware
morale is at an all-time
low. Previously this was
contained to certain staff
groups, now there doesn’t seem to be a
discipline that’s not effected. The constant
staff shortages, targets, adults, lack of
equipment are only the tip of the iceberg.
Members are telling us they feel frustrated
when speaking to their line management i.e.
how can I do my job properly/professionally
without the tools & staff support to do it.

Members Grievances, Investigations &
Disciplinaries are taking longer to come to a
conclusion some nearly a year, this is partly
due to management not consulting with the
stewards prior to management setting a
mutual date for the hearings, appointing a
panel to investigate, sending minutes out to
members months after the meeting has taken
place & then finding they are inaccurate.
There has to be a more productive way to do
this i.e. a minute taker that can share the
notes to be agreed on the day. Meetings
would take slightly longer but everyone could
move forward more quickly.

Management are suspending staff on full pay
for months, whereas members could work in
a different area while an investigation takes
place. This would be a more supportive
measure for staff as they can often feel
isolated, depressed and undervalued.
Working in another area is supposed to
happen in theory but not in practice. Suspend
first ask questions later. No common sense!!!
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Are you being paid correctly? We have
recently had a member awarded a four figure
sum due to receiving backdated wages. The
member was redeployed from Johnstone
Hospital to RAH in April 2010, they should
have had pay protection but this was missed
by management as well as the member. We
had already secured back pay for other staff
members who were redeployed from
Johnstone a few years earlier. Due to the
diligence of one of our stewards, Margaret
Duffy, the member had a very happy
Christmas! It’s up to you to check you’re
being paid correctly. If your pay reduces for
any reason, you must checked it out.

Retired Members Report –
Morag Houston
Colleagues, year 2015
has been a great success
for our retired members.
We have held two very
well attended meetings
this year. We have had a
number of speakers
including Mr Alex Stewart
who spoke on tax help for
older people which created a lot of interest.
We also had Sue Chalmers, Secretary of the
Scottish Retired Members Committee, who
spoke about the work of the committee.

This year we took a decision to knit for the
Maternity units in Glasgow and Clyde this
was a fabulous success. We received and
delivered a large amount of items and balls of
wool were also donated, which was then
given to our knitters.

We have also set up a sub-committee who
will look into organising social events, fund
raising and ways of assisting the Branch.

Dave Prentis also made an appearance at the
end of our August meeting. He had a good
old chit chat with the members. Dave and
Cathy Miller, our Branch Secretary, both
thanked the members for their help in

assisting with the AGM and the Students
intake.

We have a number of speakers in place to
attend future meetings which I know will be
so interesting for our members.

Lead Nurse Report –
UnaProvan
Another busy year for the
Lead Nurse. Starting on a
negative note UNISON
continues to receive
inquiries from members
who have allowed their
NMC registration to
expire. It is vital all
Registered Nurses know
when registration is due for renewal. Please
check prior to the expiry date the process of
registration has been successfully completed
and members are registered. Registered
Nurses are unable to work if not registered.

Revalidation I hope will reduce the number of
registrants falling short of registering in time.
On the subject of revalidation can I make a
plea that all registered nurses sign up now on
line with the NMC. The website is
www.nmc.org.uk/nmc-online . This is the first
vital step of the process. Don’t leave this till it
is too late. All nurses should know when their
own revalidation is due now. Please log on to
the NMC website
www.nmc.or.uk/revalidation. This website is
excellent with copies of templates and
examples, a tool kit with all you need to know
to complete the process.

I continue to sit on the various reviews being
carried out by the Scottish Government. The
Health Visiting review has given success with
funding for an extra 500 Health Visitor across
Scotland. This has had a knock on effect of
the need to increase Practice Teachers in the
field of health visiting who now have a
Band 7.

The Scottish Government are reviewing
District Nursing, School Nursing and
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Community Children’s Nursing. These three
groups are in the early stages but please be
assured UNISON will keep a watchful eye on
developments.

I personally would like to make a plea any
members motivated to lift the phone and
discuss the Profession please do so. It is
challenging at times to juggle and fulfil two
roles at the same time. I would really
appreciate a call.

Young Members Report –
Ryan Boyle
UNISON Scotland young
members have had quite
a productive 2015 which
saw a rise in youth
activism and a more
organised and
coordinated response to
worsening employment
conditions. Many young
members have been involved with the >Zero
campaign which was formed to highlight and
shame employers who regularly use zero hour
contracts and engage in poor working
practices. As unemployment rose, many
employers have pressed their advantage and
significantly depressed working conditions.
Young people have been disproportionately
affected and have found it increasingly hard
to find a decent paid job with regular hours.
The >Zero campaign is engaged in direct
action against some of the most
unscrupulous employers such as Mike
Ashley’s Sports Direct and Stefan King’s G1
group and have had some significant wins
while also raising awareness amongst young
people that such employment practices are
not, and never will be, acceptable.

Our youth committee has also just released a
guide on combating bullying and harassment
in the workplace that has been well received
by branches and external organisations alike,
having put in considerable time and effort for
case studies and surveys so as to reflect real
life experiences as much as possible. The

development of young members has come on
leaps and bounds over the past few years and
has seen young members take a more active
role in union work and in political activism.
This sound investment in young people will
pay dividends to the union in the years to
come and ensure it can continue to represent
and fight effectively for its members. Our
focus going into 2016 is to consolidate our
campaigns with a view to getting issues that
affect young people at the forefront of debate
in the upcoming Holyrood elections, already
we have seen elected members promise
more cuts to national and local budgets. It is
imperative that young people play their part in
opposing further austerity measures, whether
they be imposed by Westminster or Holyrood,
and show that there is an alternative.

Mental Health –
PaulMeechan
Stewards across the
Community health
partnerships have been
extremely busy ensuring
the rights and views of
our members are
protected and heard. We
have worked alongside
our council UNISON
colleagues to ensure good communication.
We will work together to make sure
management can’t split the workforce as
more and more of our members find
themselves working within integrated
services.

We have significant concerns that the
integration process brings together two
organisations with massive savings agenda
and the impact that may have on our
members and the services that they provide.
We will continue to represent them both
individually and collectively. Over the last year
stewards have been actively involved in the
redesigns of the Learning Disability
Community service�, District Nursing Review,
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Specialist Children’s Services among other
long standing redesigns.

Within the Mental Health area we have
supported members through the transfer of
two older people’s wards from Parkhead
Hospital to the Stobhill campus. We continue
to support and represent the staff that remain
there as they prepare to transfer the
remaining two wards in late 2016 or early
2017.

We also supported prison HCA’s to obtain a
similar grade as a bank nurse as their
substantive grades (band3), this was on the
back of the success achieved last year for
Mental Health HCA’s.

Unfortunately, there is a sense of an increase
in the number of grievances submitted on
behalf of members, particularly group
grievances. Staff often feel forced to adopt a
formal approach as a consequence of their
views being overlooked or ignored.

Community Sector Annual
Report 2016
This has been another extremely challenging
year for our UNISON Community members
within the branch. Austerity is biting with the
closure of vital services, redundancies and
cuts to terms and conditions in the continuing
race to the bottom occurring every day.

There is a staffing crisis in the sector as many
members are leaving for other work that pays
the Living Wage outside of the sector. The
remaining staff are being stretched – working
ever longer hours and forfeiting family and
holiday time. We continue to campaign on
this with the support of the branch.

Health and Social Care integration is the
biggest change for our members and we have
yet to see the impact on our members over
the coming years. We are pleased that the
branch is taking the lead on Health and Social
Care Integration.

We are happy to report that membership in
the sector continues to grow. We are pleased
to report an increase in new stewards and we
hope this trend continues over the coming
year.

We have been working to settle holiday pay
and the non payment of the National
Minimum Wage with many of the employers
and we are fast approaching settlement with
a number of key charities.

The overall picture continues to be that local
authorities are seeking to get more from
community and voluntary organisations for
less money with the inevitable downward
pressure on staffing costs being the result.

Facility time continues to be an issue across
the sector with many stewards giving up their
own time to attend meetings and training.
Limited time is given to attend disciplinary
hearings with often little or no time to prepare.

Our campaign on the Scottish Living Wage
continues and we still continue to challenge
all our community employers to pay the living
wage. The recent announcement by the SNP
that all care workers in Scotland with be paid
the Scottish Living Wage by 1st October 2016
is welcome but we have yet to see any
funding in place to support this.

2016 will be a testing year for the Community
Sector and we look forward to working
closely with the branch to face the challenges
ahead – Stronger together in UNISON.



NHS Glasgow Clyde
& CVS Branch

Branch Recruitment
Round-up 2015

A huge thank you to everyone who has
been involved in this year’s recruitment
stalls, events and walkabouts. In 2015
we held over 110 recruitment events,
across over 30 different workplaces in

NHS Glasgow, Clyde and the
Community Voluntary Sector and our

Student Nurse events at the
Universities and recruited 1923

members. This has been a very active
year, maintaining communication with
our present members, following their

journey with ‘On The Move’ and keeping
them up to date with news and events.
We look forward to seeing you all out
and about in 2016 and here are some
highlights from the last 12 months.

GRI – stall
keeping
members up
to date on
campaign
issues and
recruiting at
the same
time.

Recruiting at
the new QEUH
with General
Secretary Dave
Prentis and
Head of Health
Christina
McAnea, who
visited the new
site and opened the Resource Centre.

September – Student Nurse
Recruitment – We had great
time at Caledonia University
this year. Great fun informing
this excellent intake of new
student members of our
indemnity insurance and
excellent cover.

Mansionhouse
– Chatting to
members and
discussing
parking and
travel issues
prior to ‘On the
Move’, keeping
members
informed.

Erskine – Recruiting in the
voluntary sector, ensuring staff
are aware of their rights,
increasing membership in this
vital healthcare setting.

Recruit a Friend – One of our winners of a Lynx
tablet from RAH in our recruitment campaign.

RAH –
Health and
Safety stall,
keeping
members
informed of
safety
issues,
listening to
their concerns and encouraging new staff
to join UNISON so they can benefit from
the support of the Branch and the Health
and safety team, who have inspected the
RAH recently, with very positive
outcomes.


